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Mould S1
Cast 6 Times

Mould S2
Cast 8 Times

Mould S3
Cast 3 Times

Mould R1
Cast 2 Times

Mould R3
Cast 4 Times

Mould S4
Cast 2 Times

Right Hand Wall
Take these casts and make the Right hand Wall

Left Hand Wall
Take these casts and make the Left hand Wall

The Front Wall
Take these casts and make the Front Wall.

Remember to glue some broken casts on the inside across the joints, this will add strength
to the finished model, but be carefull not to put them to close to the window openings if you
intend to add acetate for windows.

Making the Rear Wall
Take these casts and make the rear wall.
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The Out Houses
For these you will need too wooden style door casts
and a half wall , for each outhouse.
Glue the two doors together.

You will need two small fillets to fit under the end of
the outhouse roofs, as per the drawing.
Cut
Cut
Cut

Assembling the model.
When all the sections are dry, Glue the front wall to the right and left hand walls. Ensuring
they are square. Then add the rear wall. Next the outhouses as per the pictures.

Roofs
Take these casts and make the roof section for the main house.
Do this twice .
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When dry glue to the Building.

Outhouse roofs.
Make two.
Cut

Cut

Cut

Cut

When dry glue to the outhouses.

Making the Back yard walls.
Take four door casts S2-146, Carefully cut as shown, then glue back to back to make two doors.
Use four wall casts S1-37, glue back to back to form a wall.
Cut
Cut
When dry cut the fingers from one end.

Now glue one of the doors to the wall

Carefully measure between the two rear walls of the outhouses.
Take this measurement to the back yard wall.
Measurement

Place the other door on the wall and mark the wall and
carefully cut to this line.

Then glue the other door on the end
Cut

Other Door

This should fit snugly between the outhouses as shown in the above picture.
When dry glue in place between the outhouses.

Now take two casts S1-37,Glue back to back. When dry cut the fingers from one end, then check the fit from
the back wall of the house to the rear wall, it should need the other fingers cutting of to fit.

Glue in place between house and wall
as the picture on the right.
Top the walls with cast S3-125 the
half round beam.

Chimneys pots and Ridging.
Take four chimney casts R1-13 and glue back to back to make two chimneys.
When dry glue in the centre of the roof ridge.
Now glue pieces of cast R1-22 along the ridge to finish the roof.
All that remains is to fill any holes and gaps and then paint in your preferred colour scheme.
Also window decoration.
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